The Evolution and Function of Cognition

by Felix E. Goodson, '49

In a review in Contemporary Psychology, Mike Knight and Christina Alstrom state “In terms of the reasons for a unified psychology, evolutionary psychology textbooks and evolutionary psychologists have provided us with the ‘whys.’ Like Euclid, Goodson has shown us the ‘hows,’ quietly as Darwin did. Moreover, Goodson set himself the formidable task of bringing psychology into the evolutionary synthesis, and he does so gracefully, with an enviable richness of scholarship.”

Andy Locke in Human Nature has called Goodson’s book a must-read masterpiece. Also read Goodson’s novels, Three Ships to Moji and O’Cimarron.
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PHILOSOPHY
AND
LITERATURE
by Cameron Thompson’34

A classic anthology for high school and college—originally Harcourt Brace—back in print. 600 pages, bios, study questions, philosophy intros written by a philosopher. Eight American women featured. View & order at iuniverse.com

Discover these Alumni Authors

It’s about your JOB your HEALTH and your LIFE

Thomas E. Williams, Jr., M.D., Ph.D. (AB, 1957) and Roger Blackwell, distinguished marketing professor, provide a detailed, easy-to-understand explanation of America’s Health Care Crisis and its impact on every American that:

+ Explains why at $1.7 trillion, the U.S. leads the world in health care spending yet many Americans are still unhealthy.
+ Demonstrates why high health insurance premiums are pushing U.S. jobs overseas, while also leaving 45 million Americans uninsured.
+ Provides a new model for health care delivery, based on consumers (rather than third-party payers) directing their own health care dollars to the most efficient and effective treatment options.
+ Embraces public health and prevention, addressing the growing obesity epidemic and providing practical advice in achieving “better health” while becoming a wise health care consumer.

Order your copy today! $17.95 plus $4.00 S&H

Call 1-800-247-6553 or visit Amazon.com or www.healthcarebook.com

The Foreword by Bernadine Healy, M.D.
Senior Writer and Health Editor, US News and World Report